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PCA:  Principal Component 
Analysis of daily returns

• Daily returns can be visualized as a point cloud. 

• The tab More... / Correl feature of the app can be used to view this point 
cloud 2 assets at a time (e.g. slicing thru the point cloud with a plane).


• For example, if we have 3 assets in our folio:  SPY, VXX, GLD, we can 
view the returns point cloud 2 assets at a time (the third asset becomes 
the "z direction" which you can't see because it's just a 2D plot).


• PCA does a "best fit" of a set of coordinate axes to this point cloud to try 
to describe the point cloud efficiently.


• Best fit is done by moving and rotating a set of "right angles to each other" 
coordinate axes in N dimensions (N = number of assets in your folio).



What are some things PCA 
can help us with?

• Find a maximum volatility portfolio given our asset list.


• Find alternate portfolios that are uncorrelated to this max 
volatility portfolio, using the same asset list.


• Find a minimum volatility portfolio given our asset list.


• We will start with this "minimum volatility" example 
using an extreme case.


• Find redundant assets in our portfolio.



For more theory: 
background on PCA

• https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-pca-fae3e243731d


• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis


• https://www.coursera.org/lecture/machine-learning/principal-
component-analysis-algorithm-ZYIPa


• Note:  you do not need to understand all the equations in the above links 
in order to use PCA to analyze your portfolios.  


• Don't let that stuff scare you away.  Pay attention to the point cloud 
graphs and their explanations in the above.


• As in much advanced math, the concepts are much easier to understand 
than the equations.

https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-pca-fae3e243731d
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://www.coursera.org/lecture/machine-learning/principal-component-analysis-algorithm-ZYIPa
https://www.coursera.org/lecture/machine-learning/principal-component-analysis-algorithm-ZYIPa


2D example:  SPY, VXX
• We can set up a folio of just SPY & VXX and compute the 

PCA and see what it may be able to do for us.


• Use the Edit Folio menu, add SPY and VXX and just set 
share counts to 1 or 0 for now.


• Go back to Prices & Rtns tab, press Download.


• Note that the share counts in Edit Folio are not yet taken 
into account when computing PCA...PCA is computed on 
the daily returns unweighted by share counts.



returns point cloud 
data window is set up 

as in the rest of the app 
taking into account 

days withheld and days

backwd to sample (which 

is the window size in 
trading days)

shut off color contour  
if you want

Find Correl option  
under More...

to show PCA axes only

Next we examine the Correl(ation) point cloud  
for these two assets to get a general feel for the data



obviously SPY and VXX  
are highly correlated, but with negative sign, 

in our computation period

preview:  red axis is principal component axis 0

preview:  green axis is principal component axis 1

in this extreme case, the green axis is drawn very short 
because the point cloud is narrow in that direction



Now we can examine the Principal Component details under the More... tab



Correction
• This is an old screen shot.


• In updated app versions, the 
app output uses the more 
proper singular value(s) 
wording instead of 
"eigenvalue(s)," which are 
related to singular values but 
not exactly the same things.



PC0: this is the red vector  
drawn on the Correl point cloud plot

PC1: this is the green vector  
drawn on the Correl point cloud plot

principal component vectors are shown in rows (horizontal) 

the coordinates of each vector (to draw them in the original asset 
return space of VXX, SPY) are in the columns

note red & green vectors 
from correl plot 

these are the 2 
principal axes (principal 

components) describing 
the point cloud

in other systems, row/column notation may be swapped 
but we mark them here clearly so you can see what is what



note how the red & green axes are rotated such 
that the red (PC0) main axis  

e.g. first principal component 
is in the major direction  

of the point cloud 

...the direction of maximum volatility 
in finance terms

and the green (PC1) minor axis  
e.g. 2nd principal component 

is at right angles to PC0

since we only have 2 assets in this example, 
the green axis is the minor axis of the point cloud, 

the direction of minimum volatility

"right angle" = colloquial phrase / basic math 
"orthogonal" = advanced mathematics term

 "orthogonal" = "at right angle to"

this is a 2D example, but 2 line segments or vectors 
can be at right angles to each other in higher dimensions



long  
VXX

short  
VXX

long  
SPY

short  
SPY

recall in this returns point cloud 
that a negative coordinate indicates 

"short" or "bearish" for the corresponding 
asset

according to this green axis,  
we can construct a minimum volatility 

portfolio by going long SPY and long VXX 
since the green axis end is in the  

(long,long) quadrant 

how much of each? 

this is computed from the PC1 coordinates, 
also taking into account prices of SPY & VXX



minimum volatility axis with daily  
returns weights

Let's construct a minimum volatility portfolio  
using the PC1 weights

$286.95  SPY
$38.46 VXX

for a start*, we will just use the  
"current" SPY & VXX prices

"current" = a while (100+ days) 
after the time window that the PCA 

was computed, since we also withheld 100 trading 
days after the PCA window

* this may not be the best idea, but we do it 
    to show how to convert return weights to 

share counts

looking up 
from Yahoo Finance 

we just take  
the current prices 

listed...good 
enough for example



$286.95  SPY
$38.46 VXX

SPY price is more per share than VXX by 
a factor of $286.95/$38.46 = 7.46x

To compute a half SPY / half VXX folio 
(equal value in SPY and VXX),  

 we can use the above ratio 7.46

For simplicity of illustration,  
let's start with 100 shares 

of SPY.  Then we would want 100x7.46 ~= 746  
shares of VXX to balance this out.

Next, apply the return weights  
from the horizontal row PC1

PC1 says:  use some VXX but mostly SPY (using 3 decimal places for example)
0.205 * 746 VXX shares   and   0.978 * 100 SPY shares =  

153 shares of VXX and 98 shares of SPY 



0.205 * 746 VXX shares   and   0.978 * 100 SPY shares =  
153 shares of VXX and 98 shares of SPY 

Continuing from prior page

this portfolio is a rough approximation to our PC1  
minimum variance portfolio 

as computed by PCA

Let's run these portfolio weights  
through a Monte Carlo backtest  

and see how they perform.

Use Edit Folio to set up these share counts: 
153 shares of VXX and 98 shares of SPY 



share counts  
set up in Edit Folio

Then go back to Prices & Rtns tab  
and re-Download 

This automatically generates a Monte Carlo study 
for 256 days of sampling and 100 withheld 

days for a bulk backtest. 

Go to Monte Carlo tab to check out this backtest. 



100 day backtest of our PC1 portfolio (minimum volatility)

peak right before COVID19 crisis

approx drawdown =  
(35169 - 29672)/35169 = 

15.6%

drag cursor beam to show 
portfolio price at 

approx min

cursor  
beam

This is of course bad, but  
this is during the health  

crisis of early 2020 

Let's compare to 
buy & hold SPY only...

Feb 20, 2020



Compare to % drawdown of SPY alone in that same crisis period
since we are just looking for percent drawdown,  

set VXX to 0 in Edit Folio, re-download, and re check the Monte Carlo tab

SPY drawdown = 
(33157-21849)/33157

~= 34.1%

In this example we are looking 
at percent drawdown, not dollar drawdown, so we didn't 
bother to set the initial portfolio value of SPY buy&hold 

to the same initial dollar value as our VXX+SPY example



Takeaway
• By adding VXX (volatility ETF) to a SPY-only portfolio, using the minimum 

volatility principal component weights, even though the PC weights were 
computed from a historical window, the portfolio backtest was much less 
volatile and had much less drawdown than SPY alone.


• This may have just been an accident of this study.  However, it is 
interesting:  adding a volatility ETF made the portfolio much less volatile.


• In a sense, some of the volatility in VXX and SPY seem to  
"cancel each other out" when we judiciously choose the share weights of 
each.


• Such share weights can be derived by from principal component weights of 
the minimum volatility principal component. and adjusted by current share 
prices of the base assets.



Cautions
• Principal component weights are computed on a historical window of daily 

returns, much like ordinary two asset correlations (R or R2 factors).


• Also, like ordinary correlation numbers:


• There is no guarantee that principal component weights will stay constant 
over time.  (E.g. the future may not be like the past as we well know).


• Principal component weights will change depending on how large you make 
the sample window (days backwd to sample, in this app), and when this 
window starts and ends (days withheld, in this app)


• If you do use PC weights to construct portfolios, note that these PC weights 
change over time, and hence any portfolios constructed from them need to be 
rebalanced periodically.


• Rebalancing transaction costs are of course not included in this analysis.



Cautions

Even though this shows the VXX  
weight less than the SPY weight, this does 

not include the large base price difference of VXX to SPY 
since PCA is computed on daily returns (% change)

Hence, in our minimum volatility portfolio, 
we have more shares of VXX than SPY 

which is counter intuitive if you 
just glance at these weights in 

the principal component matrix.



Possible refinements you can think about

100 day backtest (days withheld = 100)

252 days  
backwd to  

sample prior to 
the 100 days

principal 
components 

are computed  
in this window

hence, to  
compute principal components 

for the most recent window of data,  
set days withheld to 0

This was our example setup...

also, we computed VXX/SPY price ratio from here 
(current day, after the backtest window)

it may be better to compute this from... 
(see next slide)



252 days  
backwd to  

sample prior to 
the 100 days

principal 
components 

are computed  
in this window

when computing share weights, 
it may be better to compute share price ratio from... 

a. beginning of PCA 
computation window 

b1. midpoint of, or ... 
b2. average share price over      
      the PCA window (for each    
      asset) 

c. end of the PCA window 
c1. one day beyond the end of   
      the PCA window 
d. etc... 

what ratio to use? 

may need to do some backtest comparisons, 
see which method performs better 

may not be a universal answer for all  
situations



Intro to interpret the PCA singular values?

less than 2% of the variance in 
the 2D point cloud of returns 

is in the PC1 direction in the (VXX, SPY) plane

more than 98% of the variance in  
the 2D point cloud of returns 

is in the PC0 direction in the (VXX, SPY) plane

this is the low variance  
portfolio we constructed

Start by looking at the meanings of relative singular values 
= one value / sum of them all

Cumulative sum of relative  
values, always adds up to 1.0

Cumulative values are more useful when there are more than 
2 assets in a folio (we will examine this in a later training deck)

These values are related to  
the volatility in the direction of each principal  

component vector (each PC0, PC1, etc) in the (VXX, SPY) plane*

* each PC vector is a vector in  
N space if we have more than 
2 assets in a folio



PC0 direction (red) = most variance, largest singular value

PC1 direction (green) = least variance (the portfolio we constructed) 
smallest singular value*

* for portfolios of more than 2 assets, the final PC vector  
     has the smallest singular value 
     but since we only have 2 assets,  
     PC1 is the final PC vector, and has the smallest singular value



Exercises
• Just as we constructed portfolio share counts based upon the PC1 

weights (for a minimum volatility portfolio)... construct portfolio share 
counts for PC0 weights (max volatility portfolio) and backtest this 
portfolio.  Compare to SPY buy & hold.


• Note that SH is an inverse ETF of SPY, so you can construct portfolios 
based upon negative weights on SPY in the PC matrix.  However, SH 
and SPY have different price baselines, so you need to use a SH/VXX 
price ratio to set up the share counts in this case.


• Similarly, you can find inverse-to-VXX ETFs which can be used to model 
"short VIX" scenarios while holding the ETF long.


• Experiment with choosing price bases for the portfolio share count 
ratios at different time steps, as noted on slide 19. 



You can construct a PC0-like portfolio from: 
an inverse VXX ETF (since -0.978 is negative) and SPY 

or  ...   (the negative vector) 

-PC0 = (+0.9788(VXX) , -0.205(inverse_SPY_ETF)) 

The PC rows are (unit) vectors, so  
you can get similar volatility behavior by constructing 
a portfolio in the opposite direction of those vectors.

The app doesn't yet support shorted assets directly in its Monte Carlo analysis, so 
you have to find equivalent short ETFs if you want to experiment in-app with this idea, 

when a principal component vector has negative coefficients. 

You could of course construct a shorted portfolio in another of your favorite 
backtest analyzers that supports short positions (based on these PC coefficients) and backtest that. 

Don't forget to apply a share price adjustment before 
applying these PCA weights.


